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Export (Gendler, 2000)

Reality Principle 
(Lewis, 1978)

Water is H2O
 In A Study in 
Scarlet, water is H2O

Import VS
Narrative as clearinghouse
New Providence, the island
containing Nassau, the capital
of the Bahamas, is a drab sandy
slab of land fringed with some
of the most beautiful beaches in
the world (Thunderball)
 Nassau is on New Providence

Narrative as factory
The Lord of the Rings
 Long exposure to
excessive power can
corrupt even the
humblest person
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Patchwork theories of fiction

… New Providence, the island containing Nassau,
the capital of the Bahamas, is a drab sandy slab
of land fringed with some of the most beautiful
beaches in the world …

… Bond spent the ride to the airport reviewing
the morning …

 Assertion

 Fictional 
statement

(e.g. Currie, 1990; Matravers, 2014)



Patchwork problems

P1: No principled way of classifying fiction

P2: Constant switching between cognitive attitudes
 imagination VS belief (Currie, 1990)



Patchwork* theories of fiction

… New Providence, the island containing Nassau,
the capital of the Bahamas, is a drab sandy slab
of land fringed with some of the most beautiful
beaches in the world …

… Bond spent the ride to the airport reviewing
the morning …

Fictional 
statement

+ (indirect) Assertion

 Fictional 
statement

(e.g. Stock, 2017; Engisch, 2019; García-Carpintero, 2013)



A normative patchwork* theory

Fiction-making norm: to fiction-make p is correct iff one’s audience
must imagine p

Assertion norm: to assert p is correct iff one’s audience comes
thereby in a position to know p

• Statements that license export conform to both norms (P2)
• Fictional narrative has fiction-making norm as defining constitutive

norm (P1)
(Carcía-Carpintero, 2004; 2013)
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Knitwork theory of fiction

… New Providence, the island containing Nassau,
the capital of the Bahamas, is a drab sandy slab
of land fringed with some of the most beautiful
beaches in the world …

… Bond spent the ride to the airport reviewing
the morning …

Fictional 
statement 

 Fictional 
statement



Knitwork theory of fiction

Matravers (2014)
• Challenges ‘consensus view’ of belief VS imagination

• Two-stage model
1) Entertain p
2) Disposition to believe p / disposition not to believe p



Knitwork theory of fiction

(N) a’s narrative N is non-fictional iff for every statement p that is a part
of N a R-intends the audience to entertain p and as a result of that
adopt p as belief

(F) a’s narrative F is fictional iff for every statement p that is a part of F
a R-intends the audience to entertain p and as a result of that not
adopt p as belief



Knitwork theory of fiction

(N) a’s narrative N is non-fictional iff for every statement p that is a part
of N a R-intends the audience to entertain p and as a result of that
adopt p as belief

(F) a’s narrative F is fictional iff for every statement p that is a part of F
a R-intends the audience to entertain p and as a result of that adopt ‘In
F, p’ as belief

(Lewis, 1978)
(Cf. Semeijn, 2017; 2019)



Avoiding the patchwork problems

A fictional narrative is a knitwork of only fictional statements

• A fictional narrative can be defined as consisting of fictional 
statements  (P1)

• We do not switch between cognitive attitudes when going through a 
fictional narrative (P2)



How about export?

New Providence, the island containing Nassau, the capital of the
Bahamas, is a drab sandy slab of land fringed with some of the most
beautiful beaches in the world (Thunderball)

In Thunderball, Nassau is on New Providence

? Nassau is on New Providence



Export as analogical reasoning (Cf. Ichino and Currie, 2017)

In Thunderball, Nassau is on New 
Providence
In Thunderball, there is a rebreather

Nassau is on New Providence

There is a rebreather

Geographical facts

Technological facts



Two-dimensional approach

P: Earth orbits the sun
P*: Mars orbits the sun
A: Earth’s radius is 6,371 km
A*: Mars’ radius is 6,371 km

(Hesse, 1966; Bartha, 2010)

Source Target
P P*  Positive analogy
A ¬A*  Negative analogy
Q

Q*

Q: Earth can sustain life
Q*: Mars can sustain life



Export

Source Target
P P*
A ¬A*
Q

Q*

Q: In Thunderball, Nassau is on New 
Providence
Q*: Nassau is on New Providence

P: In Thunderball, the Bahamas start East 
of the coast of Florida
P*: The Bahamas start East from the 
coast of Florida 
A: In Thunderball, there is a rebreather
A*: There is a rebreather



Export

Source Target
A A*
B ¬B*
C

C: In HP, Tinworth is a village in 
Cornwall
C*: Tinworth is a village in Cornwall

A: In HP, London is the capital of England
A*: London is the capital of England
B: In HP, Little Whinging lies in Surrey
B*: Little Whinging lies in Surrey



Indeterminacy of vertical relations

Source Target
A A*
B ¬B*
C

C*

C: In HP, Tirana is the capital of Albania
C*: Tirana is the capital of Albania

A: In HP, London is the capital of England
A*: London is the capital of England
B: In HP, Little Whinging lies in Surrey
B*: Little Whinging lies in Surrey

What facts are in the
cluster of geographical
facts? (Cf. Norton,
2011; Ryan, 1991)
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Intentionally false export sentences

New Providence, the island containing Andros Town, is a drab sandy 
slab of land fringed with some of the most beautiful beaches in the 
world
?  Andros Town is on New Providence

Patchwork theories
Fleming is lying

Knitwork theory/ Carpintero
Fleming is being misleading



Export of general truths 
(Narrative as factory)

The Lord of the Rings
 Long exposure to excessive power can corrupt even the humblest person

Knitwork theory
- We learn that In The Lord of the Rings,
long exposure to excessive power can
corrupt even the humblest person
- The Lord of the Rings is supposed to be
realistic with respect to psyche of
humanlike creatures
 Long exposure to excessive power can
corrupt even the humblest person

Patchwork theories
General (indirect) assertion by Tolkien
through the text that long exposure to
excessive power can corrupt even the
humblest person



Export of presuppositions

Bond spent the ride to the airport reviewing the morning (Thunderball)
?  New Providence had an airport in the ’60s

Patchwork theories
The presuppositional content in the 
fictional statement is (indirectly) 
asserted by the author

Knitwork theory
- We learn that In Thunderball, New 
Providence had an airport in the ’60s
- Thunderball is supposed to be realistic 
with respect to geographical facts
 New Providence had an airport in the 
’60s



Export from other media

The King’s Speech
?  King George VI stuttered

Patchwork theories
The director of the movie (indirectly) 
asserts through his movie that King 
George VI stuttered

Knitwork theory
- We learn that In The King’s Speech, King 
George VI stutters
- The King’s Speech is supposed to be 
realistic with respect to public 
personality traits of its characters
 King George VI stuttered



Conclusions and further research

Patchwork problems can be 
avoided in an intentionalist
framework
- Knitwork theory of fiction
- Export as analogical reasoning
- False export statements
- Different types of export

narrative as factory
presuppositional content 
other media

- Indeterminacy of 
vertical relations? 

- Patchwork theories of 
non-fiction?

- Export of something a 
(reliable) character 
said?

- Export of normative 
claims?


